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TRION® THEN AND NOW
For fifty years, Trion Industries has been manufacturing
products that provide targeted merchandising solutions for retail
businesses. The earliest concepts ranged from simple one-piece to
sophisticated, articulated, straight-entry pegboard hooks. Today
Trion fields full lines of auto-feed shelf management systems,
cooler and freezer merchandising systems, storewide labeling
systems, anti-theft and security fixtures, bar merchandisers,
display and scanning hooks, and point-of-purchase display
components and hardware. These are just a few of the tens of
thousands of different products the company has created since it
was founded in 1965.

INCREASING RETAILER PROFITS
Retailers turn to Trion Industries to find solutions that make
their operations more efficient, reduce labor, save money, and
increase sales and profit. Whether utilizing one of the company’s
117 patented ideas, 25,000 stock items, or requesting a custom
solution to fit a specific need, Trion’s full-service facilities provide
everything from design, tool and die making, prototyping,
manufacture, assembly, and computerized warehousing to
just-in-time shipping. An experienced staff and expert quality
control ensure the finest products at the best price for their
customers. A half-century of success and service have resulted in
Trion being honored by its peers as one of America’s top twenty
fixture manufacturers and top fifty retail and point-of-purchase
fixture manufacturers.

“Masters of the Art
of Merchandising™”

Based on a desire to create unique products for retail
merchandising, Trion Industries was founded by
David Thalenfeld in 1965, applying knowledge and
experience acquired from his already successful chain
of New York City stores. Fifty years later, Trion is one
of the top fifty retail and point-of-purchase fixture
manufacturers in the United States and is a worldwide
leading manufacturer of display, scanning and
specialty hooks.

Over the decades, Trion Industries grew from 5,000
to over 500,000 square feet, moving several times,
and eventually coming to Pennsylvania in 1978
because of the Commonwealth’s hard-working and
dedicated workforce and Thalenfeld’s ties to the
region. Today, Trion Industries is still a “Pennsylvania
Proud” manufacturer whose roots are firmly planted
at its headquarters and manufacturing facilities in
Wilkes-Barre, Luzerne County.

Early in the firm’s history, Woolworth Department
Stores adopted Trion’s innovative SpaceMaker Hook,
the world’s first Straight-Entry Hook System. This
one-of-a-kind articulated hook design allowed the
renowned retailer to merchandise more product,
and refresh displays quickly in response to changing
consumer needs. Since then, Trion has earned over 117
national and international patents and manufactures
over 25,000 fixtures and components which can be
found in every channel of retail across the nation and
around the world.

Now headed by John Thalenfeld, Trion celebrates
a full fifty years of manufacturing excellence in 2015.
The company continues to grow, expanding from metal
to plastic products; from pegboard hooks and label
holders to full auto-feed Shelf and Bar Merchandising
Systems; by making investment in new technology and
machinery; and by pioneering creative solutions for
its customers.
Proudly Made in the U.S.A.

Trion Headquarters and main plant, Wilkes-Barre, PA

GLOBAL REACH FROM THE POCONOS
As the world shifted to a global economy, Trion Industries also
evolved, forming strategic global partnerships in Australia, the
Pacific, Canada, Mexico, South America, and Europe while also
developing sourcing relationships in Asia. These partnerships
moved forward along with cross-licensing of technologies and
expansion of operations at Trion’s North American headquarters
in Wilkes-Barre, Luzerne County. The firm’s 500,000-square-foot
computerized production facilities feature the greatest number
of automated wire forming machines of any factory complex
in the industry. A specialist in sophisticated coextrusion, Trion
has the capability to produce over 450 plastic profiles on-site,
with the capacity to manufacture 230,000 linear feet per day via
eleven co-extrusion lines.

TRION®. . . SYSTEMS THAT SELL
Making investments in new equipment and technology,
executing strategic global partnerships, and employing a loyal,
experienced, and dedicated workforce are key components
to Trion’s fifty years of unbridled success. Trion Industries is
recognized as a world leader in providing its customers with
solutions and as the company that has mastered the art of
merchandising by inventing systems that sell.

Cooler & Freezer Merchandising Systems       Mini & Standard Dual Lane Trays | Vac Pack Meat & Oversize Product Trays | Trion® WonderBar® Tray System       Display, Scan & Specialty Hooks | Clear Scan® Storewide Label Holder Systems
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Trion Products
Display & Scan Hooks
Shelf Works® Shelf Management
Clear Scan® Label Holder Systems
Bar & Tray Merchandisers
Cooler/Freezer Merchandising Systems
Anti-Theft Fixtures

Trion Manufacturing Capabilities
Design and Prototyping
Tool and Die Making
High-Speed Wire Forming
Progressive Metal Stamping
Punching, Blanking, Forming, Cold Heading
Spot and Ultrasonic Welding
Ferrous, Non-Ferrous and Alloyed Metals
Extruded and Co-Extruded Plastics
Molded and Heat-Bent Plastics
Powdercoating and Plated Finishes
Automated and Manual Assembly
Custom Packing and Small Parts Handling
Computerized Warehousing
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297 Laird Street
Wilkes-Barre, PA 18702-6997
Phone 570-824-1000 Fax 570-823-4080
Toll-Free In U.S.A. 800-444-4665
info@triononline.com
www.TrionOnline.com
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